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Dr. Becdna B. Greaves interviewed Alfred Schutz on 20 Novemberl 958 1• 
She memo rialized the interview in narrative form, rather than as a series 
transcription of questions and answers. Dr. Greaves was a student of the fa-
mous economist Ludwig von Mises, who had influenced Schurz greatly when 
Schutz was a young scholar in Vienna, Austria. A working typescript copy 
of her interview has circula1ed for years, and it has been cited in scholarly 
works on both Schurz and Mises. It has not, however, been published until 
now. We are pleased and honored by the opportunity to bring Dr. Greaves's 
important interview before a wider scholarly audience in the present issue of 
Schutzian Research. 
It may still be true chat many of Alfred Schucz's admirers have a limited ap-
preciation for the importance of economic theory and liberal politics in Schurz.'s 
formative years as a young scholar. Schutz did not call himself an econo-
mist. 2 Economic issues, however, are imponant to Schurz.'s early intellectual 
development and provide much of the concext of Schucz's great work, The 
Phenomenology of the Social World.J lhis influence came from his mencor, the 
1 Schutz was one: of sc:veral formc:r mc:mbers of the Misc:s C ircle, and other associates of 
Mises, imervkwcd by Or. GrL"aves. The others included arc Frin Machlup, Gottfried Harbdcr, 
Oskar Morgenstern, and Mrs. Richard von Mises. 
l 1his tendency to have a broader mind than just one discipline may be a reflection of the 
times-before the "hardening' ' of some discipl ines. By compari oo , Herbert Simon also often 
rcsistL-d disciplinary labels even though he did ge< the Nobel Prize in Economics. 
·1 Der si,mhafie A11fo1111 der sozialm \Vrlt (Vicna: Springer-Vet lag, 1932, I 960 ), trans. Gc:orgc: 
Walsh and Frederick Lchnet, 7be Plunmnm ology of the Social World (Evanston : Northw~rcm 
University Press, 1967). 
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great Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises. Prendergast explains rhe close 
connection between Alfred Schutz and rhe Austrian School of Mises and oth-
ers.4 Schutz scholars should therefore be interested in Dr. Greaves's interview 
in part because of its attention to Schurz's connections co Mises. For rhe 
group around Mises, the Austrian School was also strongly "liberal" in the 
old-fashioned European sense of peace, free trade, and limited government. 
Thus, liberalism and the Austrian School of Economics were twin influences 
on the young Schutz. Dr. Greaves's interview should go some way to increas-
ing our awareness of these cwo influences on Schutz. A few comments in chis 
introductory essay may also serve the same end. 5 The interview, however, 
touches on many other interesting topics, including his escape from Europe 
and intriguing details of the final collapse of Austrian democracy in 1933. 
Schutz was born into fin-de-siecle Vienna, Austria. Around the time of his 
birth, the old order in the Hapsburg Empire was falling apart. The democrati-
cally elected mayor, Karl Lueger was an open anti-Semite. Conflicts over lan-
guage rights, especially for Czechs, broke the system of constitutional mon-
archy in 1900, when the constitution was suspended and the empire reverted 
to "enlightened absolutism".6 Vienna was fast becoming, in the words of Karl 
Kraus, a "research laboratory for world destruction". 7 
Schutz began his studies at the University of Vienna in 1918, just after 
the political collapse of empire rhat came with World War One. It was a dif-
ficult time. The collapse of the empire was accompanied by social collapse. 
Austria's neighbors erected high tariffs chat helped plunge her into poverty. 
A severe coal shortage forced the University co close for several weeks in the 
winter of 1919- 1920. Then, 1921 saw an acute food shortage. Barber notes, 
"Eighty percent of schoolchildren in Vienna," at this time, "were registered 
as undernourished" :• In che mid -1920s private armies were formed, allied to 
different degrees with different political parties. Irregular political violence, 
including terrorist atrocities, did nor disappear until the Anschluss in 1938, 
which brought on more orderly and destructive forms of political violence. 
Before che war, Vienna had been an extraordinary center of cultural activ-
ity and innovation . The ferment continued after the war despite its ravages, 
4 C. Prcndcrgasr, "Alfred Schurz and rhe Ausrrian School of Economics," American jounzal 
oJSodology, 92 (1986), pp. 1-26; KR.ationalicy, Optimality, and Choice: Esscr's Reconstruction 
of Alfred Schun's Theory of Action," Rationality and Society, 15 (I 993), pp. 47-57; KBy Way 
of Deduction: SchGtz's fasay on Taxation," Revieu1 of AttStria11 Economics, 14:2/3 (2001), pp. 
145-156. 
1 Our discussion on these points derives from Roger Kopp! and Mie Augier, "Alfred Schun 
and Fritz Machlup" in Nasu, Hisashi, Lester mbrcc, George Ps:ttha.s, llja Srubar (eds .) Alfted 
Schutz and His lnteilecwal Partners (Konstanz: UVK Vcrlagsgcscllschaf, 2009), pp. 539-569. 
r. Carl E. Schorske, Fin-de-Siicle Vienna: Politics and Culture (New York: Vintage Books, 
1981). p. 236. 
7 Ray Monk, Ludwig Wittgenstein: 7he Duty of Gmills {New York: Penguin Books, 1991 ), 
pp. 3-27. 
H Michael D. Barber, 71,e Participating Cuiu n: A Biography of Alfted Schutz (Albanr, Smte 
University of N'-'W York Pn:ss, 2004), p. 12. 
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material and otherwise. lhis was the Vienna of Sigmund Freud, Ludwig 
Wiccgcnstein, Kurt Godel, Karl Popper, Gustav Klimt, Maurice Ravel, and 
Arnold Schonberg .'> The crisis of collapse had sdmub.ted intellectual and ar~ 
tistic activity. Included in the ferment were penetrating and fundamental 
inquir ies into rhe social sciences and their foundations. Such was the milieu 
shaping the scholarly career of the young Schutz. 
Schutz was somethi ng of a Misesian and a loyal member of che Mises Kreis, 
a group of scholars around Mises. There was some courage in Schucz's choice 
of mentor and friend. In a time when collectivist ideas of various sorts pre-
dominated, Mises was a powerful advocate of the political philosophy of clas-
sical liberalism. The scholars of the Mises Kreis were struggling on both politi-
cal and intellectua l fronts to preserve trade and, indeed, the Viennese culture 
itself. In the Greaves interview, Schutz recalls Mises saying, "Grass will grow 
right here where we are standing in the Ringsrrasse." Members of the Mises 
Kreis saw themselves as fighting to save their civilization. In chis context, 
Mises must have been a particularly riveting figure. "Perhaps," Hayek mused, 
members of the Mises Circle "were influenced as much by his disconcerting 
habit of rightly predicting the ill consequences of cur rent economic policy as 
by the cogency of his argumencs". 10 Hayek reports chat he "initially had only 
half accepted or regarded as exaggerated and one-sided" arguments by Mises 
that "have since proved remarkably true". 11 
Mises and his followers had set about to defend Austrian liberalism, which 
they interpreted as an offshoot of the British liberal trad ition of David Hume 
and Adam Smith . t! Gaus and Courtland (2003) contras t British and French 
liberalism. In England, "che liberal tradition in politics has centered on reli~ 
gious toleration, government by consent , personal and, especially, economic 
freedom." In France, by contrast, "liberalism has been more closely associated 
with secularism and democracy." 13 In the English tradition, state power is the 
great threat. In the French tradition, by contrast, state power may be viewed 
as essential to implement the democratic will of the people. The Austrian lib-
erals of Mises and his circle defended property rights as essential to liberty. Far 
from being a threat, private property is necessary to ensure char power is dis-
persed and the dangers of scare power are kept in check. Gaus and Courtland 
quote Mises' disciple F. A. Hayek on chis poim. 1~ 
" A. Janik and S. oulmin, \flittgmstein's Vienn,1 (Chicago, IL: Ivan Dt-c Publishers, 1973, 
1996). 
' E A. Hayek, "Foreword" in Ludwig van Mises, Socialism ((ndi.inapolis, Jndiana: Liberty 
Classics, 1981), p. xxii . 
11 ibid., p. u iii. 
•~ Ludwig van Mises, Libemlim, in the Cl.mic Tmditio11, trans. Ralpl1 Raico (New York: The 
Foundation for Economic Education, 1985), p. 194. Origin:11 publication, 1927. 
1' Gerald Gau and Shane D. Courtland, "Liberalism," "/he Stanford Enqclopedut of Phi• 
losophy (\ flillter 2003 Editio11), Edward N. Zalca (c:d.): <hup ://plato.scanford.edu/archives/ 
wi n2003/cn rrics/1 ibcralism/ >. 
" Ibid. 
-- -- -------
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Thus, when Schutz speaks of "liberalism" in the interview, he refers to the 
classical liberalism of the English tradition, which is also the Austrian liberal-
ism defended by Mises and his circle. This use of the term may be unfamiliar 
for some readers especially, perhaps, in America. The central point in clearing 
up the meaning of "liberalism" is co recognize chat the ideas of laissez faire 
liberals are founded first on a scientific understanding of cause and effect in 
society and only second on any value judgment. 
1l1e scientific understanding ofliberals is mostly a matter of economic the-
ory, especially the standard theory of markets. This theory is often represented 
in terms of the "neoclassical" vision of a super-rational homo economicus. But 
for Mises and Schutz "modern economic theory" was highly Weberian and 
rooted in the understanding of human meanings, something alien to post-
war orthodoxy in much of economic theory. 15 Thus, the economics of Mises 
and Schutz did not depend on unreasonable assumptions about "rational" 
economic actors, but on a universally applicable and "anonymous" model of 
"acting man." This universally valid economic theory is "value free" in the 
following vital sense. Economics consists solely of if-then propositions iden-
tifying cause and effect relations. We may approve or disapprove of the causal 
relations identified by theory. The social scientist's values, however, do not 
and cannot alter chem. If our value-motivated actions are to bring about the 
ends we seek, we shall have to adjust them to the inexorable causal relations 
identified by "value free" social science. 
A silly example may help clarify chis particular notion of value freedom. If 
you leave a ten-dollar bill on a busy sidewalk, some passerby will soon pick it 
up and keep it. 16 The pious might find this morally reprehensible: passersby 
should leave it there on the chance chat the true owner will retrace his seeps 
and find it. Crass egoists might find it praiseworthy: passersby should grab 
what they can get because the selfish pursuit of material gain is the highest 
moral value of all. However we may value the actions of the money-lifters 
identified by our theory, their existence is a reliable prediction of value•free 
' Again, this is probably also partly a reffccrion of the rimes; anorher Mises-circle member, 
Oskar Morgenstern, somewhat more dearly an 'economist' also had a broader horizon; for 
example he had been exposed to Max Weber's ideas on methodology; the preference to the 
first edition of von Neumann and Morgcnsrcrn (1944) states that the authors interest is "in 
the economic and sociological direction"; and Morgenstern had ocher ventures into other dis-
ciplines, for example a large manuscript intended co develop a theory of organizations, sec 0. 
Morgenstern , Prolegvmma to a Theory of Organization, (U.S. Air Force Project Rand Research 
Memorandum 734. 1951). (The: preprinted cover page says, "This is a working paper. It may 
be expanded, modified, or withdrawn ac any time. The views, conclusions, and recommen• 
dations expressed herein do not nL'Cessarily rcAect the official views or policies of the United 
Smc:s Air Force." The 126-page manuscript comprises a cover page, a blank page, two pages 
numbered with lower-case Roman numerals, and 122 pages numbered with Arabic numerals.) 
10 uA man who at noon leaves his purse full of gold on the pavement at Charing-Cross, may 
as well expect chat it will Ry away like a feather, as that he will find it umouchc:d an hour after" 
in David Hume, Enquirer Concm1i11g Human Undtrsranding and Concerning tht Pri11cipks of 
Morals, 2nd ed. 1777, edited by L.A. Slcby-Biggc (Oxford at the Clarendon Press) p. 91. 
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ocial science. The pious and egoistic alike must recognize char the ten-dollar 
bill will probably be quickly snatched up by a passerby. 
1he scientific foundations of liberalism precede the values of liberals, at 
least logically. These values may be rather diverse. They might be "individu-
alistic" in any of several senses, bur they need not be. Ir is only required that 
one have a general preference for human welfare and a desire to reduce human 
suffering. The liberal's "value free" social theory cells him that any generally 
beneficent value system can best be realized by a liberal political regime. Thus 
Mises was right to say, "Liberalism is distinguished from socialism, which 
likewise professes to strive for the good of all, nor by the goal at which it aims, 
but by the means that it chooses to attain that goal" .17 
For Mises, the "foundations of liberal policy" include property, freedom, 
peace, and equality. Mises spoke with particular clarity about peace. The 
liberal "stares from the premise that nor war, but peace, is the father of all 
things". 11 Though Mises calls this principle a "premise," he derives it from an 
understanding of "the advantages derived from the division of labor".''' The 
abhorrence of war is a part of the liberal's love of social cooperation. "The 
liberal abhors war, nor, like the humanitarian, in spite of che fact chat it has 
beneficial consequences, but because it has only harmful ones".2ll 
Two further points of confusion are probably worth discussing. They are 
the mistaken ideas that ( 1) pro-marker liberalism is "conservative" and (2) as 
such fundamentally hostile to the interests of the poorer members of society. 
Both claims are false. 1l1e sort oflibcralism advocated by Mises is inconsist-
ent with both trJdicional notions of "conservative" and especially with much 
of what is today considered "conservative" in the US. Most self-described 
conservatives would sincerely deny that they are hostile or indifferent to the 
poor and downtrodden. Whether any version of conservative ideology is nev~ 
ercheless, in face, hostile or indifferent to chc poor, the liber.ilism of Mises and 
Schutz was not. Let us consider eJch point in more detail. 
In che US today, economic liberalism has been politically allied with 
conservativism. They are, however, distinct and in some ways contradictory 
doctrines. Mises' great disciple F.A. Hayek is often considered an architect 
of the Reagan and Thatcher revolutions. An apocryphal story has Margaret 
Thatcher chumping Hayek's The Constitution of Liberty down before a group 
ofTory researchers and declaring, "This is what we believe!'' Hayek, however, 
wrote an essay entitled "Why I am not a Conserva tive".?' 1l1e liberal's desire 
to distinguish himself from the conservative is reflected in a story Hayek cells. 
According to che story, Margaret Thatcher once said to him, "I know you 
17 Ludwig van Mist's, Libcmlism ln the Clmsic Tmdition, p. 7-8. 
18 Ibid .• p. 24 
•. , !hid., p. 25. 
zo Ibid., p. 24. 
21 F. A. Hayek , "Why I Am Nor a Conscrvat ivctt in 7/Je Ctmstit11tirm of Liberty (Chic.,go: 
111c University of Chicago Press, 1960}, pp.397-41 I , 529-531. 
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want me to become a Whig; no, I am a Tory". 22 Whigs, of course, were liberal 
and Tories conservative. Hume briefly explains the origins of these two "fool-
ish rerms of reproach."23 
In "Why I am not a Conservative," Hayek cites several points of distinc-
tion. For us, the most important is the different attitudes to authority of each 
doctrine. The (true) conservative "does not object co coercion or arbitrary 
power so long as it is used for what he regards as the right purposes." In sharp 
contrast with the liberal, the conservative "is less concerned with the problem 
of how the powers of government should be limited than with that of who 
wields them; and, like the socialist, he regards himself as entitled to force the 
value he holds on other people" (Hayek 1960, p. 401). The liberal, instead, 
distrusts all forms of power and seeks legal and political mechanisms to reduce 
or restrain power. 
Mises published a defense of liberalism in 1927. It contains passages that 
could hardly be considered "conservative" then or now. For example, "All 
mankind's progress has been achieved as a result of the initiative of a small mi-
nority chat began co deviate from the ideas and customs of the majority until 
their example finally moved the others co accept the innovation chemselves".24 
This passage comes in the middle of an argument against all forms of prohi-
bition including not only alcohol, but also "morphine, cocaine, and similar 
poisons" .25 If the state can choose for us in chis area, Mises argues, there can 
be no principle to limit state power. Even freedom of speech may be threat-
ened. "Let no one object," Mises warns, "that the struggle against morphin-
ism [use of morphine] and the struggle against 'evil' literature are two quite 
different things". Mises notes that "In the United States, the Methodists 
and Fundamentalists, right after the passage of the law prohibiting the manu-
facture and sale of alcoholic beverages, cook up the struggle for the suppres-
sion of the theory of evolution, and they have already succeeded in ousting 
Darwinism from the schools in a number of states"Y 
The liberalism defended by Mises is not hostile to the interests of the poor. 
"le is precisely want and misery that liberalism seeks to abolish".~ Mises de-
fends liberalism against the charge of materialism by noting "All chat social 
policy can do is to remove the oucer causes of pain and suffering; it can further 
a system chat feeds the hungry, clothes the naked, and houses the homeless".29 
According to liberal social theory, the one and only system that feeds the hun-
gry is the marker system, what is disparagingly called "capitalism." 
22 F. A. Hayc:k, HaJ•ek 011 Hll)•ek: An Autobiographical Dialogue, c:d. Stcphen Kresge and Leif 
Wcnar( Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994), p. I 4 I. 
ZJ David Hume, 7/Je History of England, vol. 6, p. 381. 
24 Ludwig von Mises, Libmrlism in the Clmsic Tmdition, p. 54. 
15 Ibid., p. 53. 
16 Ibid., p. 54. 
17 Ibid. 
lH ibid., P· 9. 
l~ Ibid., P· 4. 
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Liberalism is founded on solidarity with one's fellow human ity and a sci-
entific understanding of society. To equate liberalism so defined wit h con-
servativism is to commit a fundamental error. To equate it with hoscility to 
the poor and downtro dden is not merely to err, but co invert the truth. 
Recently, there has arisen in American policies the "Tea Party Movement," 
which seems to have both liberal and conservative elements. We can trace 
the "Tea Party Movement" to "the ram" of 19 February 2009, an on-air and 
seemingly impromptu oration by CNBC reporter Rick Santelli. In the rant, 
Santelli objected co a White House plan for mortgage relief by saying, "the 
government is promoting bad behavior." Santelli's rant expressed a preference 
for policies that "reward people that could carry the water instead of drink the 
water." Thus, the original impetus for the Tea Parry Movement seems to have 
an element of resentment against supposed handouts to the putatively less 
productive or, perhaps, responsible members of society. Such resentment may 
not be consistent with Mises's express concern to abolish want and misery. In 
any event , it is hard to make reliable generalizations about "what Tea Partiers 
believe" because the Tea Party label is claimed by people with very different 
opinions, some liberal and others conservative. 
In 1934 Schurz. published a review of Mises' l 933 book Gnmdprobleme der 
Nationalokonomie. Thi,s work by Mises has been translated as Epistemological 
Problems of Economics.30 Helmut Wagner's English translation of Schurz.'s re-
view appears in volume 4 of Schutls Collected Papers as chapter 9, "Basic 
Problems of Politica1 Economy". 1 
In the editor's Preface to Schurls review, Wagner, Psathas, and Kersten 
speak of an "adherence to an utterly unrestrained principle of free competi -
tion" shared by Mises and the rest of the "Viennese School of the theory of 
marginal utility." They go on to say, "Schutz himself would not seem to have 
been enthusiastic about the theory of unrestra ined (better, cue-throat) com -
petitio n" (p. 88). The wording of these remarks makes h seem almost as if the 
editors see the "unrestrained principle of free competition" as unclean and 
taboo. If so, we can understand their apparent desire to believe that Schutz 
could not have believed in such things. They supply, however, no evidence. 
Indeed, che evidence points the other way. Before reviewing some evidence on 
Schucz's liberalism, we should cry co clear up a doctrinal matter regarding the 
liberalism of the Austrian school of economics and comment on the metaphor 
of "cue-throat" competition. 
Ir is an exaggeration to identify the whole of the Austrian school with any 
supposed "unrestrained principle of free competition." TI1e school's founder, 
Carl Menger, was a liberal. He nevertheless saw more scope for state action 
than an advocate of pure laissez faire would allow. For example, he favored 
measures for the "impr vcmcnc of the situation of the working class," and 
111 Ludwig von Mist'S, Gr1mdpmbleme der Nationa/i;k,momie, 1933, trans. Jorg Guido Hiils-
m.mn , Episttmologiml Problrms of Economics (New York: New York University Pn:ss, 1976). 
11 The c:ditors of volume 4 report char ,the review first appeared in De11tsche Literaturuirrmg, 
·1hird Series, vol. V ( 1934), pp. 36-42. 
r ffOL CfJf)yrryi1! ~0:11 
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establishing a "just distribution of income."32 His follower Eugen von Bohm-
Bawerk was also a liberal and the author of a famous critique of Marx.33 
The ocher leading member of che second generation of che Austrian school, 
Friedrich von Wieser, might perhaps be called "liberal." He favored, however, 
a relatively large role for state action, as reflected in the following assessment 
of Eric Streissler. 
On a Catholic-conservative foundation, he was an interventionist liberal of a 
strongly nationalist variety, with a considerable admixture of racist feelings, 
who, moreover, could still admire Marx and play around with social-revo-
lutionary rhetoric. Above all, however, he was a statist, who believed in the 
wisdom of che state machinery guided by a wise bureaucracy (coming from 
his own caste).34 
Ludwig von Mises was the leader of the third generation of che Austrian 
school. We ignore the doctrinally dense, and fundamentally trivial, question 
of whether Bohm-Bawerk's procege, Joseph Schumpeter should be considered 
a member of the ''Austrian school." It is only with Mises chat the liberalism 
of the Austrian school becomes so uncompromising as co warrant the sort of 
description given by Wagner, Psathas, and Kersten. 
Remarks about the supposed "cue-throat" views of Austrian liberals, how-
ever, mistake the true nature of the liberalism defended by members of the 
Austrian school, Ludwig von Mises and Alfred Schurz included. The claim 
that the liberalism of the Austrian school favored "cue-throat competition " 
reflects a double error. First, regardless of one's own social and economics 
ideas, one muse recognize the good will of the sincere liberal who thinks "cut-
throat competition" will produce, nor cut throats or other forms of suffering, 
buc improved conditions for all. Second, if liberal social theory is right, then 
liberal social policy is the only way to improve the state of all members of 
society, especially che poorest. 
32 Israel Kirzncr, "Menger, Classical Lbcralism, and the Austrian School of Economics" in 
Bruce Caldwell (ed.), Carl Mrnger and His Legacy in Economics, Annual Supplement to Volume 
22: Hiscory of Political Economy, (Durham, North Carolina and London: Duke University 
Press, 1990}, pp. 93-106, sec esp. 94. 
33 Eugen von Bohrn-Bawerk, "Unresolved Contradiction in the: Marxian Economic Sys• 
rem," in Shorter C/as1ic1 of Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, Volume l (South Holland, Illinois: Lib-
ertarian Press, 1962), pp. 201-302. Originally published as "Zurn Abschluss des Maoochen 
Systems" in Stanrswissenschaftliche Arbeiten-Festg,1ben fiir Karl Knies zur Fii,,fimdsiebzigsten 
\fliederkehr, (Berlin: Haering, 1896), pp. 85-205; trans. by Alice Macdonald and published 
in book fonn as Karl Marx and the Close of his System {London: T. Fisher Un win, 1998). No 
editor is listed for the 1962 volume, but internal evidence suggests it may have been Hans F. 
Sennholz. 
3~ E. Srrcissler, Wie Liberal ~ll'n die Bergriindrr tier Oesterreichischen Schule der Nation* 
alokonomie? (Vienna: Carl Menger Institute, 1987), pp. 14-15, as translated in Ralph Raico, 
"The Austrian School and Classical Liberalism," Advanus in Austrian Economics, 2: A (I 995), 
pp. 3-38. 
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111c evidence suggests that Schutz upheld the liberal views champione d by 
Mises. Schutz was a member of the Mont Pelerin Society, an association oflib-
eral thinkers formed afrer rhe war by another member of the Mises Circle, E A. 
Hayek.~~ Schutz's review of Mises 1933 Gnmdprobleme der N11tio11aliikonomie 
reveals Schutz's liberalism . Schutz review is generally positive, criticizing Mises 
only for a somewhat unfair interpretation of Max Weber. "' Schutz singles out 
for praise Mises' chapter on the "psychological roots of the resistance against 
economic theory" .3' 1l1e English translation of Mises book renders che tide as 
"The Psychological Basis of the Opposition to Economic Theory." The essay is 
strongly liberal. In it, for example, Mises says "No logical or scientific argu-
ments whatsoever could or can be brought against the theories of liberalism 
.... Whoever wishes co combat these doctrines has no other means avail-
able than to dethrone logic and science by attacking their claim to establish 
universally valid propositions" .38 Later, Mises says, "the science of economics 
proves with cold, irrefutable logic that the socialist organization of society is 
unrealizable, that the interventionist social order is nonsensical and contrary 
to the ends at which it aims, and that therefore the market economy is the 
on ly feasible system of social cooperation". l~ Would Schutz. have singled out 
just chis essay for notice and praise if he did not share the view chat "the mar-
ket economy is work for the only feasible system of social cooperation"? 
Schutz's work for the Austrian Banking Association (Verb1111d fiir 
Osterreichischer Bankens 1111d B1111kiers), which is briefly mentioned in the 
Greaves interview, provides further evidence of his liberalism. le has generally 
been assumed that Schucz's work for the banking association bore no relation 
co his academic work in philosophy and the social sciences. Helmut Wagner 
says Schutz "justified this side of his existence in terms of external necessities 
and obligations but was unable to enable [sic] it by endowing it with a higher 
meaning". 40 Prendergast, by contrast, remarks that "However interested he 
may have been in Husserlian phenomenology and Weberian methodology, it 
is impossible to believe that Schurz ranked his participation in these [Banking 
A,;sociation] activities 'lowest on his scale of relevances' (Wagner 1983: 17)" .41 
Prendergast examined closely a 1927 essay by Schurz prepared for Asso-
ciation. The essay examined some rather technical issues relating to a 1922 tax 
treaty between Austria and Germany . The thrust of Schutz.'s analysis was that 
the German tax code of 1925 produced a double-taxation on the German 
' 1 Machlup in Margit van Mises, My Years u1ith Lwlwig vo11 Mises, 2nd enlarged er.I. (Ced.1r 
I-alls, IA: Center for Futures hlu c uion, 1984), p. 206. 
1" Alfrcr.l Schun, ~Basic Problems of Political Economy (1934)" in Col/m ed l'upm, Volume 
IV, ed. Helmut Wagner, George Psarha.<:, and Fn-J Kersten (Dordrcchr: Kluwer Academic 
Publishers, 1966), p. 91. 
)' Ibid., p. 92. 
Mises, Grundpmbleme der Muim1aloko11omie, p. 189. 
,,, Ibid., p. 196. 
~11 H. R. Wagner, Alfred Schutz: A11 bue1/ect1111/ Biography (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1983), p. 9. 
~, Prendergast, "Alfred SchurL and 1hc Auscrian School of Economics~, p. I 52. 
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investments of Austrians, which violated the 1922 treaty. "This legal interpre -
tation is Schi.itz's original contribution co the campaign for tax abatement and 
equity for Austrian investors" .42 Prendergast says the "narrative structure of 
Schi.icz's essay suggests" a "longing" to "cement private property rights at the 
deepest strata of constitutional law".43 Prendergast finds it "clear" that "Schiltz 
was passionately committed" co the liberal "vision" of che Austrian school of 
economics.44 
What Prendergast says of Schutz's 1927 essay probably holds for all of his 
writing on policy and banking issues: "A positive vision of international com· 
rnerce, market efficiency, and legal guarantees for property rights underlies 
his critique. It is a familiar vision, a vision that was widely shared among his 
friends and associates in the Austrian school of economics".45 
Schutz and Mises were Jews and keenly aware of the dangers around them. 
Their liberalism reflected a keen awareness of the disaster chat all collectivist 
ideologies threatened to create. The closing paragraph of Mises's chapter on 
the psychology of opposition to economic theory contains a warning that we 
will have "progress on the road the western civilization has taken for thou -
sands of years, or a rapid plunge into a chaos from which there is no way 
out, from which no new life as we know it will ever develop" depending on 
whether the voice of the economist is heard. 46 If this seems exaggerated, the 
reader might consider what happened in Europe in the twelve years that fol. 
lowed and what might have happened if the Nazis had had better success with 
their nuclear program. The destruction wrought by war and genocide was fur 
greater than anyone could have imagined, with the exception of a view grim 
visionaries such as Ludwig von Mises. 
As editors of the Greaves interview we have anernpted to create a fuith-
ful record of the typescript she produced. It is only a typescript. While Dr. 
Greaves did make some notations by hand, she has not attempted to prepare 
the interview for publication. Thus, it contains many small errors of orthog-
raphy and some errors and ambiguities regarding names or word choice. We 
have preserved most of these errors without commenting on them or inserting 
a distracting "sic" each time. We have, however, included several footnotes to 
record hand markings on the typescript and co provide relevant information 
such as che identity of persons named in the interview. In two cases we cor-
rected the text, but explained the correction in a footnote. 
,: Ibid., p. 151. 
H Ibid., p. 153. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid., pp. 153-154. 
"'• Mises, GnmJproblemr der Natiorraliiko,wmir, p. 202. 
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